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@ Quolys.

Qualys VMDR® — All-in-One

Vulnerability Management, Detection,

and Response

The #i Vulnerability Management solution expands

to establish a new, game—changing category

Discover, assess, prioritize, and patch critical

vulnerabilities in real time and across your global

hybrid-IT landscape — all from a single solution.

 
VMDR with Built-in

Orchestration
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Identify all known and unknown

- assets on your global hybrid-IT

Knowing what’s active in a global hybrid~IT environment is

fundamental to security. Automatically detect all known

and unknown IT assets everywhere for a complete,

categorized inventory enriched with details such as vendor

lifecycle information and much more.

Analyze vulnerabilities and

misconfigurations with six sigma

accuracy

Automatically detect vulnerabilities and critical

misconfigurations per CIS benchmarks, by asset.

Quickly focus on what’s most urgent

Using advanced correlation and machine learning,

automatically prioritize the riskiest vulnerabilities on the

most critical assets, reducing thousands of vulnerabilities

to the few hundred that matter.

Innoculate your assets from the most

critical threats

With the push of a button, deploy the most relevant,

superseding patch to quickly remediate vulnerabilities and

threats across any size environment.
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Today’s processes involve different teams, using multiple

point solutions — significantly adding complexity and time

to the critical patching process.

Traditional endpoint solutions don’t interface well with each other, creating integration headaches, false

positives, and delays. Ultimately, devices are left unidentified, critical assets are misclassified,

vulnerabilities are poorly prioritized, and patches don't get fully applied.

A new approach is required.

Introducing

VMDR
A single app for discovery,

assessment, detection and

response.

 
The Qualys Cloud Platform, combined with its powerful

lightweight Cloud Agents, Virtual Scanners, and Network

Analysis (passive scanning) capabilities bring together all

four key elements of an effective vulnerability management

program into a single app unified by powerful out-of-the-

box orchestration workflows. Qualys VMDR® enables

organizations to automatically discover every asset in their

environment, including unmanaged assets appearing on the

network; inventory all hardware and software; and classify

and tag critical assets. VMDR continuously asseses these

assets for the latest vulnerabilities, and applies the latest

threat intel analysis to prioritize actively exploitable

vulnerabilities. Finally, VMDR automatically detects the

latest superseding patch for the vulnerable asset and easily

deploys it for remediation.

Built-in orchestration

By delivering all this in a single app workflow, VMDR

automates the entire process and significantly accelerates

an organization’s ability to respond to threats, thus

preventing possible exploitation.
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Benefits:

' @

VM

It's all in the cloud

No need for bulky appliances. Everything is in

the cloud and ready to run.

Easy to deploy

Deployment is incredibly simple. With

unlimited virutal scanners, you can spin a

scanner up and be ready to go in not time.

Includes vulnerability management

VMDR has the same vulnerability management

capabilities you know and trust.

Drastically reduce time and money

A single cloud platform saves organizations

save significant resources and the time

otherwise required to install multiple agents

and consoles, and work on integrations.
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ASSET MANAGEMENT

Auomated asset identificaton

and categorization

Knowing what’s active in a global hybrid—IT environment is

fundamental to security. VMDR enables customers to automatically

discover and categorize known and unknown assets, continuously

identify unmanaged assets, and create automated workflows to

manage them effectively.

After the data is collected, customers can instantly query assets and

any attributes to get deep visibility into hardware, system

configuration, applications, services, network information, and more.

 

THREAT PRIORITIZATON

Automated remediation prioritization

VMDR uses real-time threat intelligence and machine learning

models to automatically prioritize the riskiest vulnerabilities on the

most critical assets. Indicators such as Exploitable, Actively Attacked,

and High Lateral Movement bubble up current vulnerabilities that are

at risk while machine learning models highlight vulnerabilities most

likely to become severe threats, providing multiple levels of

prioritization.

 

Confirm and repeat

VMDR closes the loop and completes the vulnerability management

lifecycle from a single plane of glass that offers real—time

customizable dashboards and widgets with built-in trending. Priced

on a per-asset basis and with no software to update, VMDR

drastically reduces your total cost of ownership.

451

VULN ERABl LlTY MANAGEM ENT

Real—time vulnerability and

misconfiguration detection

VMDR enables customers to automatically detect vulnerabilities and

critical misconfigurations per CIS benchmarks, broken out by asset.

Misconfigurations lead to breaches and compliance failures, creating

vulnerabilities on assets without common vulnerabilities and

exposures (CVEs). VMDR continuously identifies critical

vulnerabilities and misconfigurations on the industry's widest range

of devices, operating systems and applications.

 

PATCH MANAGEMENT

Patching and remediation at your

fingertips

After prioritizing vulnerabilities by risk, VMDR rapidly remediates

targeted vulnerabilities, across any size environment, by deploying the

most relevant superseding patch. Additionally, policy—based,

automated recurring jobs keep systems up to date, providing proactive

patch management for security and non-security patches. This

significantly reduces the vulnerabilities the operations team has to

chase down as part of a remediation cycle.

 

“With VMDR, Qualys integrates highly valued and much-needed

asset visibility with vulnerability management so that IT teams

can have full visibility of their global IT assets (known and

unknown). This provides the ability to identify the exposures of

those assets in real time, and to prioritize remediation by

combining real-time threat indicators with asset context to

remediate with one click and then audit the process.”

.514 Scott Crawford
Research Vice President at 451 Research
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Screenshot: VMDR Prioritization Report

VMDR includes a new threat prioritization engine. It correlates multiple real-time threat indicators (RTIs) with new

machine learning models that analyze historic trends and current threats, and combine with asset criticality, to

accurately pinpoint only the small number of highly potent threats that, once remediated, significatly reduce an

organization's risk. Instant workflow that kicks off patching with Qualys Cloud Agents further reduces risk by

eliminating the huge gap that traditional, siloed tools insert between detection and patch deployment.

@ Qualys. VMDR

Qualys Threat Prioritization
ASSETS  

Tags Hosts

I Finance I Marketing I Human Resources Engineering

I Operations

 

CVSS Score —l- _ . .‘2

High Med Low

(31 D) (320) (713)

Total Service Level

Vulnerabilities Agreement Pre—SLA D-15+ Days 16-30 Days 31-60 Days 61-90 Days 90+ Days
(260) (122) (108) (412) (21 1) (230)

Zero Day High Lateral Movement Active Attacks 0 High Data Loss

Easily Exploitable r
=.....-'

.fiJ-ET'.

Machine Learning Probability o Exploit Kit Available 1,2113? DOS External

Unpatchable Vulnerable to DOS Public Exploit e Wormable

Prioritized Vulnerabilities Deploy Patches

3T 5II of 1.3K 9 on 38 hosts

0 02.75 /0 of Total Vulnerabilities On 1 0 /0 of total Hosts

OID [IVE TITLE PRIDRITIZATIDN SCORE HOSTS

91534 CVE—2019—0708 Microsoft Windows Remote Desktop Services Remote Code Execution... 23 Patch

371361 CVE-2018-1 5982 Adobe Security Update for Flash Player (APSB18-42)
1 more

 19 Patch

90694 CVE—2019-0708 Microsoft Windows Cumulative Security Update of ActiveX Kill Bits (M.. 28 Patch
2 more
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